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1 - Characteristics (Composition, Salinity, Source)
COMPOSITION
● composition - abundance of the elements in seawater
● 70% of earth’s surface is covered in water
○ 97.5% seawater (96.5% oceans)
○ 2.5% freshwater with <1% accessible
■ 70% ice caps/glaciers
■ 30% groundwater
■ <1% rivers/lakes
● Law of Constant Proportions - ratio of ions to one another in almost all oceans remain the same
○ exception: when river water meets the sea
■ more calcium ions
● 96.5% water, 3.5% dissolved salts
○ 55% chloride: 31% sodium: 8% sulfate: 4% magnesium: 1% calcium: 1% potassium

total: 34.25
DENSITY
● density - ratio of mass to volume
● seawater varies with temp and salinity
○ temp/density: inverse
○ salinity/density: direct
○ pressure/density: direct
○ evaporation/salinity: direct
○ temperature has a greater effect on density than salinity
● density varies in ocean seawater
○ ranges from 1020-1030 kg/m3
● fresh water density is ~1000 kg/m3
○ since salt ions are heavier than water molecules, sea water is denser than freshwater
SALINITY
● salinity - the amount of salt dissolved in a body of water
● normal seawater: salinity of 3.5% (35 ppt - parts per thousand, 35g of dissolved salt in every kg of seawater)
○ most important dissolved constituents: sodium and chlorine
● ocean salinity tends to be highest at latitude of 30 N/S or Desert Latitudes
○ because evaporation exceeds precipitation which increases salinity
■ evaporation/salinity: direct relation
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○ therefore areas of high precipitation result in low salinities
variations in salinity cause seawater’s freezing point to be lower than freshwater (0oC)
○ salt ions interfere with formation of hydrogen bonds → seawater does not have fixed freezing point
vertical distribution of salinity
○ salinity changes with depth but also depends on the location of sea
■ salinity at surface increases by loss of water to ice/evaporation, or decreases due to input of fresh
waters
■ salinity at depth is more fixed because there is no way water is lost or for salt to be added
○ lower salinity water rests above higher salinity dense water bc higher salinity has higher density
■ leads to stratification by salinity
○ salinity generally increases with depth
■ halocline - zone where salinity increases sharply

SOURCES OF SALTS
● salt in ocean comes from weathering/volcanic activity (rocks on land)
● the rain that falls on land contains dissolved CO2 from the surrounding air
○ this makes rainwater slightly acidic (carbonic acid)
● rain erodes/weathers the rock and the acids break down the rocks into ions
○ The weathering leeches (dissolves) soluble elements out of rock (sodium, calcium, mg, potassium etc)
○ carried by runoff to oceans
● also from volcanic gases
○ chlorine/sulfur in volcanic gases dissolves easily in atmospheric water to form chloride/sulfate that rains
into ocean
● hydrothermal vents - exits on the ocean floor, where sea water is hotter
○ because it seeps into oceanic crust, dissolves some of the minerals in the crust, and flows back to the
ocean with minerals

●

Other sources of salt:
○ Gradual processes such as breaking up of cooled igneous rocks of Earth’s crust by weathering and
erosion/ Chemical weathering of rock from land
○ Wearing down of mountains
○ Dissolving action of rains and streams which transported mineral washings to the sea
○ Salts dissolved from rocks and sediments below its floor
○ Solid and gaseous materials that escaped from the Earth's crust through volcanic vents or originated in the
atmosphere
○ Outgassing - due to volcanic eruptions large quantities of water and gas have been emitted during much of
geologic time
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2 - Radiation, Heat Flux, Geothermal, Heat Transfer
RADIATION (short/longwave)
● Radiation - transfer of energy through air and space by light waves
● Shortwave radiation - contains lots of energy (visible light)
○ originates mainly as light from sun
○ shorter wavelengths than longwave radiation
● Longwave radiation - contains less energy than shortwave
radiation (infrared light)
○ longer wavelength than shortwave radiation
● solar energy enters atmosphere as SWR as ultraviolet rays and
visible light
○ clouds/surface of Earth absorb solar energy
○ ground heats up and re-emits the energy as LWR in the
form of infrared rays
○ Earth emits LWR bc Earth is cooler than the sun and has
less energy available to give off
● albedo - the proportion of the incident light/radiation that is reflected by a surface (unitless)
○ avg ocean albedo - 0.06
■ means that the ocean reflects 6% of incoming solar radiation and absorbs the rest
○ bare sea ice albedo - 0.5 to 0.7 (reflects 50-70% of energy)
■ keeps surface cooler
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HEAT FLUX (sensible/latent)
● Heat flux - rate of heat energy transfer that passes through a surface (J/s or watt per unit area)
● originates from temperature differences and requires a medium through which heat is flowing
● Ex: getting cold feet from standing on a cold floor: heat flows from feet to floor
● Formula: H F = ΔT x HT C
○
●

●

●

HF = heat flux ( w/m2 ); ΔT = temp diff (K); HTC = heat transfer coefficient, in (W /m2 k)

sensible heat flux (H) - transfer of heat from surface to atmosphere (positive)
○ caused by the difference in temp between sea/air
○ sensible heat - energy required to change the temp of a substance w/out phase change
latent heat flux (λE) - transfer of heat from Earth's surface to air due to evaporation (positive values) or from air to
land due to condensation (negative values)
○ latent heat - energy absorbed/released by a substance during a phase change
Second Law of Thermodynamics: heat transfers from an object of higher temp to that of a lower temp in order to
maintain thermal equilibrium

GEOTHERMAL HEAT
● geothermal heat - clean energy source from with Earth
● underground heat contained in molten rocks/fluids below earth’s crust
○ can be found via holes drilled into the ground
○ used to generate electricity (about 0.5% of electricity used in US)
● many of the best locations for geothermal energy are found in “Ring of Fire” (horseshoe shaped area in Pacific
Ocean w/ lots of earthquakes/volcanic eruptions)
○ due to hot magma that’s close to surface there
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HEAT TRANSPORT
● Conduction - when heat is transferred via solid material
○ Adjacent atoms of higher energy vibrate against one another, so atoms of higher intensity/heat will vibrate
and move the electrons to areas of lower intensity and lower heat
● Convection - when heat is transferred via liquids/gases
○ Natural convection: hot atoms in the fluid move upwards toward the cooler atoms in the air, fluid moves
under the influence of gravity (ex: smoke rises)
○ Forced convection: fluid is forced to travel over the surface by a fan/pump (ex: using a fan)
● Radiation: transfer of heat through a vacuum (ex: heat transfers from sun to earth)
○ q = εσT 4 A , q = heat transfer per unit time (W), ε = emissivity power (ranges from 0 to 1), σ =
5.6703 x 10−8 (Stefan - Boltzmann Constant), T = surface temperature (K), A = area of the emitting body
(m2 )
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3 - Water Temperature, Pressure, Three-Layer Structure
WATER TEMPERATURE
● Water freezes at 0 C and boils at 100 C.
● Water in the ocean varies according to season, depth, and, in some cases, time of day.
○ Highest temperature occurs in the Persian Gulf Region during summertime (32 C), lowest value is at -2 C
in the polar regions.

PRESSURE
● Hydrostatic pressure: the force per unit area exerted by a liquid on an object
○ Pressure increases with ocean depth. For every 10.06 m down, pressure increases by 14.5 psi (pounds per
square inch)
○ Pressure in terms of atmospheres: pressure increases about 1 atmosphere (1 atmosphere = weight of the
earth's atmosphere at sea level) for every 10 meters of water depth.
● Turbulence: continuous movement of a fluid from one place to another. Occurs in oceans/atmosphere/rivers
○ Turbulence is generated through heating/pressure/Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. How easily a fluid
becomes turbulent depends on viscosity: the more viscous a fluid is, the less likely it is to become
turbulent (water/air can become turbulent easily)
○ Laminar flow: simple flow, all the molecules in the fluid move more or less smoothly in the same
direction and at the same speed
○ Turbulent flow: complicated flow, molecules in a fluid move in many different directions and at many
different speeds.

THREE-LAYER STRUCTURE
● Three layers: mixed layer, main thermocline, deep water layer
● Surface ocean (mixed layer, epipelagic zone, sunlight zone): upper skin of the ocean, top 200 m of the ocean.
○ It is the layer in which there is active turbulence & mixing of oceanic waters due to winds/heat
fluxes/evaporation/salinity fluxes.
○ Constantly exchanges gases with the atmosphere (remains in approximate equilibrium with the
atmosphere with respect to gases). This takes 10-100 years before atmosphere/surface ocean come into
equilibrium
● Deep ocean (mesopelagic zone): all the seawater that is colder and more dense than surface waters (0-3 C).
○ Makes up 90% of all waters in the ocean.
○ Non-turbulent, homogenous (constant in temp/salinity everywhere), not affected by the influence of
winds
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●

●
●

Seafloor sediments: sediments that can be found at the bottom of the seafloor that are still in contact with
seawater, these are still influenced by water around them.
○ Terrigenous sediments: derived from the Earth. Include pieces of debris from land/volcanoes/wood (can
be dust from deserts, particles of clay by rivers). Clay minerals are dominant in the deepest parts of the
ocean
○ Lithogenous sediments: Sediments derived from pre-existing rock
○ Cosmogenic sediments: pieces of rock/dust from outer space (from meteors), very small particles, hard to
detect, and can be in the deepest parts of the ocean.
○ Biogenic sediments: derived from hard parts of marine organisms (plankton, phytoplankton, starfish, sea
urchins). Also called siliceous ooze/carbonate ooze.
■ calcareous ooze (muddy, soft sediment composed of foraminifera, coccolithophore, or pteropod
hard parts) contains abundant amounts of Calcium Carbonate (CaCO3)
■ These show how the ocean operated in the geologic past.
■ Siliceous sediments: formed from microfossils that form their skeletons from silica (SiO2). Ex:
radiolarians, diatoms (microscopic, photosynthetic silica-secreting organism)
■ Carbonaceous sediments: made from ancient marine organisms that made their skeletons out of
calcite. Ex: foraminifera, coccolithophores
○ Hydrogenous sediments: ocean sediments formed in place from chemical reactions with the surrounding
seawater.
■ Can be made up of carbonates (like calcite), salts, and nodules (aka manganese)
■ evaporite - hydrogenous sediments that form when seawater evaporates, leaving the dissolved
materials to precipitate into solids
■ examples: halite, anhydrite, and gypsum

Blobfish
The thermocline, halocline, and pycnocline are between the mixed layer/deep ocean.
Thermocline: layer of water where temperature changes rapidly with depth. Zone of increased density, where the
transition from surface ocean to deep ocean occurs. Typically not found below 1000 meters
○ Depth/strength of the thermoclines changes at different latitudes + each season.
○ In the tropics: relatively stable.
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In mid latitude regions: deepens in the summer, shallows in the winter.
In polar regions: practically nonexistent
there is warm surface water at low latitudes and cold surface water at high latitudes; mid latitudes have a
seasonal thermocline.
■ a-mid latitude, b- low latitude, c- high latitudes

Halocline: region where salinity changes sharply with depth
Pycnocline: region where water density changes/increases rapidly with depth b/c of changes in temp/salinity.
Density gradient is greatest within a body of water.
Stratification: resistance of two water bodies with different densities to mix, occurs in oceans/lakes
○ Due to stratification, layers of the ocean do not mix easily.
○ It takes about 1000+ years for wateres in mixed layer/deep ocean to mix
Sediment-water interface: contact zone between sediments/seawater
Nodules: large chunks of particles, such as manganese/iron oxides

^^for above pic, all graphs are associated with midlatitudes in the South Atlantic:
○ A - pycnocline
○ G - thermocline
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Calcite compensation depth (CCD)
● Calcite compensation depth (aka carbonate compensation depth) - the depth in the oceans at which the rate of
calcium carbonate accumulation equals its rate of dissolution.
○ a term coined by Bramlette (1961)
● Dissolution of carbonate being supplied from the surface waters increases progressively with depth
○ thus the calcite compensation depth is the level at which the net accumulation of calcite is zero.
● The calcite compensation depth is often compared to the snow line along a mountain front where the supply of
snow is exactly balanced by melting, leaving the elevations above draped with snow.
● By analogy, the seafloor and bathymetric highs in the oceans above the calcite compensation depth are draped in
carbonate sediment.
● The discovery that carbonate is largely absent in the oceans below about 4,500 m as a result of selective
dissolution of carbonate goes back to the HMS Challenger e xpedition of the 1870s.
● CCD separates calcareous from noncalcareous sediments, with the calcareous deposits (“carbonate ooze”)
restricted roughly to the shallower half of the deep-sea floor.
○ The link of the ooze boundary to elevation and the fact that deep-sea calcareous sediments are light gray
in color, albeit with a buff tint (Figure 1), have invited comparison to the snow line on land.
○ The ooze consists of calcareous skeletal parts and shells of coccolithophorids and foraminifers (or
“nannofossils” and foraminifers).
○ Discoasters (symmetrical ray-bearing nannofossils, Figure 1) are extinct.

●

Aragonite compensation depth (ACD) - describes the same behaviour in reference to aragonitic carbonates.
○ Aragonite is more soluble than calcite, so the aragonite compensation depth is generally shallower than
the calcite compensation depth.
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4 - Continental Margins, Estuaries, Basins, MORs, Hot spots
CONTINENTAL MARGINS
● continental margins - shallow water area near the continent (transitory region from continental to oceanic areas)
○ constitutes 28% of oceanic area and 11% of Earth’s surface
○ consists of three features - continental rise, continental slope, continental shelf
● continental shelf - area around continent where the sea is relatively shallow
○ geologically part of continental crust
○ normally gently sloping with avg slope of 0.1 degree
■ avg depth at shelf break - 430 ft/131 meters
○ ends at a point of increasing slope (called shelf break)
○ they vary from 3-930 miles (5-1500 km) in width
■ average worldwide - 40 mi (64 km)
■ widest shelves - Arctic Ocean off of northern coasts of Siberia/North America
■ narrow shelves - western coasts of N/S America
● continental slope - slope from a continental shelf to ocean floor
○ normally narrow in width - 6.2-62 mi (10-100 km)
○ steeper than shelf - avg of 4 degrees
■ steepness of slope often reflects steepness of nearby coastal area
■ slopes along mountainous coasts are steeper than those along flat coasts
○ steepest slopes - tend to be in Pacific Ocean
■ least steep- in Atlantic/Indian Oceans
○ submarine canyons - steep-walled, V-shaped canyons that can be thousands of ft deep
■ incline of canyon is related to that of slope
■ can form at outer edge of continental shelf or (most often) form down-current from major rivers
flowing into ocean
■ some believe they were formed during a time in the past when sea levels were lower and rivers
could flow out to edge of shelf
● others may have formed due to earthquakes that were eroded into canyons
■ abyssal fan - thick fan-shaped sedimentary deposit
● continental rise - merges btwn continental slope and deep ocean floor (abyssal plain)
○ smooth-surfaced with thick accumulation of sediment
○ at the base of certain continental slopes (doesn’t occur everywhere)
■ found in Antarctica/Atlantic and Indian Oceans (rarely in Pacific)
○ vary in width from 62-620 mi (100-1000 km)
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active continental margin - found on leading edge of a continent where it runs against the oceanic plate (forced to
subduct)
○ usually the site of tectonic activity (earthquakes, volcanoes, mountain building, formation of new igneous
rock)
○ mountainous with narrow shelves, steep slopes, and rugged topography
○ rivers are fairly short
○ associated with oceanic trenches
○ narrow to nonexistent (drops steeply into subduction trench) continental shelf, narrow/steep
continental slope
■ often plunges into deep-ocean trench instead of ending in a continental rise
■ narrow shelf bc presence of deep-sea trench effectively eliminates the continental shelf
○ example - west coast of South America
■ many occur along Pacific Ocean coasts - also called “Pacific-type” margins
passive continental margin - found along most coastlines of world
○ no collision or subduction taking place
○ tectonic activity is minimal and weathering/erosional processes are active
○ results in low-relief terrain extending in both directions from beach, long river systems, accumulation of
thick piles of sedimentary debris
○ no trenches
○ wide continental shelf, gentle continental slope, pronounced continental rise
○ example - South American continent
■ Amazon River comes from Andes Mountains (active margin) and drains across interior of South
America to eastern coast, where it enters the Atlatic and deposits huge volumes of sediments
■ many occur along east coasts of N/S America and west coasts of Europe/Africa- also called
“Atlantic-type” margins
North American plate
○ west coast - active margin (lots of earthquakes, volcanoes, mountains)
○ east coast/Gulf Coast - passive margin
■ low relief areas of continent
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ESTUARIES
● estuary - where rivers (freshwater) meet the ocean (salt water)
● results in brackish water (somewhat salty but not as salty as ocean)
● estuarine current - when dense salty seawater flows into estuary
○ saltwater is heavier than freshwater so estuarine currents sink and move near bottom
● anti-estuarine current - when less dense freshwater from river flows into estuary
○ flow near the surface of water
○ also warmer than estuarine currents because heated by the sun
● amount of sea/freshwater in an estuary are never constant
○ quantity of seawater changes with changing tides
○ quantity of fresh water changes with rainfall/snowmelt
○ inverse estuary - results from high evaporation rates and relatively low fresh water inflow
● estuaries are classified by existing geology/geologic origins (most are <10,000 years old)
○ four major types - coastal plain, bar-built, tectonic, fjords
● coastal plain estuaries - created when sea levels rise and fill in existing river valley
○ ex. Chesapeake Bay on the east coast of the US (formed during the end of the last ice age when glaciers
retreated and left carved-out landscape behind)
○ also called drowned river valleys (ria)
● tectonic estuary - forms from tectonic activity due to shifting together/rifting apart of crust
○ ex. California’s San Francisco Bay in San Andreas fault and Hayward fault
○ tectonic activity creates earthquakes
○ causes downwarping (process of an area of Earth sinking)
■ at the end of the last ice age, San Francisco Bay was filled with water and Pacific Ocean flooded
into the downwarped valley
● bar-built estuary - when a lagoon/bay is protected from the ocean by a sandbar or barrier island
○ ex. Outer Banks (series of narrow barrier islands in North Carolina/Virginia) create these
○ characterized by barrier beaches/islands parallel to coastline
■ barrier beaches/islands are formed by accumulation of sand/sediments from ocean waves
● fjord estuary - estuary created by glaciers
○ glaciers carve out deep, steep valley
○ glaciers retreat and ocean fills in narrow, deep depression
○ ex. Puget Sound in US state of Washington
● freshwater estuaries - created when river flows into freshwater lake
○ not brackish but chemical composition of lake/river water are different
■ river water is warmer/less dense than lake water
○ not affected by tides but lakes experience sieches (predictable standing waves that move rhythmically
back/forth)
○ ex. Great Lakes in US/Canada
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OCEAN BASINS
● Ocean basins - Earth’s surface that extends seaward from continental margins
○ any of the vast submarine regions that cover the Earth’s surface
● Three main ocean basins: the Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian
● ranges from an average water depth of 6500 ft (2000 m) down into deepest trenches
● ocean basins cover about 70% of the total sea area and about half of the planet’s total surface area
● the oceanscape is difficult to learn more about
○ because it can only be explored with remote measuring equipment or submersibles (special research
submarines)
● familiar landscapes of continents are mirrored and generally magnified
○ largest underwater mountains are higher than continental ones
○ underwater plains are flatter/more extensive than those on continents
● common features - oceanic ridges, trenches, fracture zones/cracks, abyssal plains/hills, seamounts, guyots
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seamounts - isolated, steep sided, cone shaped submarine hills w/ relief of more than 1 km
knolls (aka abyssal hills) - several km wide and found mostly in Pacific
○ relief from 30-1000 m
fracture zones - generally east-west oriented
○ can extend for several thousand km across major oceans
guyots (aka tablemounts) - isolated underwater volcanic mountains with a flat top more than 200 m below sea
surface
atolls - ring-shaped coral reefs, islands, or series of islets
○ surround bodies of water called lagoons
○ A volcanic island starts to subside and a fringing reef forms. Subsidence continues and the fringing
becomes a barrier reef. The island sinks under the sea and the barrier reef becomes an atoll surrounding an
open lagoon, often circular in shape. Charles Darwin created this theory.
ocean floor - base of continental rise (around 4000-6000 meters deep)
○ accounts for 30% of Earth’s surface
○ composition - relatively thin layer (avg 5 km thick) of basalt rock w/ density 3 g/cm^3
■ granite rock (continent) - 2.7 g/cm^3
estimated 10,000 volcanoes on floor of ocean basins
ocean trenches - long, narrow, steep-sided depressions that have the greatest depths in ocean (lowest is 11,000 m
in western Pacific)
○ 26 oceanic trenches in world
○ trenches generally mark transition btwn continents/ocean basins
■ also tectonic areas
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MID-OCEAN RIDGES
● mid-ocean ridges (MOR) - underwater mountain range, formed by plate tectonics
● found rising above the ocean floor at the center of ocean basins
○ result from generation of new oceanic crust from volcanic fissures produced by mantle up-welling
● some volcanic islands are part of the mid-ocean ridge system
○ ex. Iceland splitting
● constitutes 23% of Earth’s surface
● width of MORs varies btwn 1000-4000 km
● essential features including topography vary as a function of spreading rate
○ East Pacific Rise - relatively smooth even in crestal region
○ Mid-Atlantic Ridge - rugged topography
■ Mid-Atlantic Ridge typically has median rift valley at crest
● axis of spreading is marked by a narrow zone of volcanic activity flanked by zones of fissuring
● farther from volcanic zone, topography depends on vertical tectonics on normal faults, which give rise to fault
scarps (small step on the ground surface where one side of a fault has moved vertically with respect to another)
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HOT SPOTS
● Hot spot - a small area or region with a relatively hot temperature in comparison to its surroundings
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5 - Tectonics, Boundaries, Ocean floor
EARTH’S LAYERS
● Earth’s core: part of Earth in the middle of the planet
● Inner core: mostly solid, made of iron
● Outer core: liquid, made of iron/nickel
● Earth’s crust: outermost layer of the planet
● Mantle: part of the earth between the core/crust, takes up 84% of the earth
○ Asthenosphere: the bottom layer of the mantle made of plastic-like fluid
○ Lithosphere: the top part of the mantle made of a cold dense rock
○ Mantle plume: zone of asthenospheric rock below a hot spot

PLATES (maps)
● 7 major plates:

A mur = Amurian plate
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TECTONIC PLATES
● Tectonic plates: large slabs of rock that make up the crust of our planet
● Evidence used by Alfred Wegener to support his hypothesis of Plate Tectonics included:
○ the pattern of similar mountain belts on different continents
○ fossils of the same species found on different continents very far away
○ evidence of glaciers in areas that are now tropical
TECTONICS MOVEMENT
● Intense heat in the Earth’s core causes molten rock in the mantle layer to move.
● Plates have warmer/thinner parts that are more likely to rise, and colder/denser parts more likely to sink, so plates
move in a convection cell pattern.
● Ways for tectonic plates to move
○ Slab pull: colder/older plates sink at subduction zones and pulls the rest of the warmer plate along behind.
■ Major driving force for most plate movement is slab pull, since the plates with more of their
edges being subducted are the faster moving ones.
○ Convection cell: a system where warm material rises, cools after rising, and sinks down. When the cooled
material sinks down, it is warmed and rises again.
○ Ridge push: when hot magma rises to the surface and forms new crust, this pushes the rest of the plate out
of its way
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BOUNDARIES
● Subduction zones occur when one or both of the tectonic plates is composed of oceanic crust, the denser plate is
subducted underneath the less dense plate and is melted/destroyed
● Convergent boundaries: where two plates are colliding.
○ Oceanic-oceanic convergence: when two oceanic plates collide
■ Erupted lava/volcanic debris can pile on the ocean floor until a submarine volcano rises above sea
level to form an island volcano. Volcanoes strung out in chains are island arcs.
■ Ex: Marianas Trench marks where the Pacific Plate converges against the Phillippine Plate.
■ Ex: Tonga Trench
○ Continental-oceanic convergence: when an oceanic and continental plate collide
■ Ex: The Andes
○ Contintental-continental convergence: when two continental plates collide, a continent-continent collision
occurs and creates large mountain ranges
■ Effects include: a zone of earthquake activity that is shallow along the continent margin but
deepens beneath the continent; sometimes an ocean trench immediately off shore of the continent;
a line of volcanic eruptions a few hundred miles inland from the shoreline; destruction of oceanic
lithosphere
■ Ex: the Himalayas are the highest continental mountains in the world

The collision between the Indian and Eurasian plates
has pushed up the Himalayas and the Tibetan Plateau.
●

●

Divergent boundaries: where two plates are moving apart; the space created can also fill with new crustal material
sourced from molten magma from below.
○ The Mid-Atlantic Ridge extends from the Arctic Ocean to beyond the southern tip of Africa. Rate of
spreading: 2.5 cm/yr.
○ May form within continents, but will eventually open up and become ocean basins
○ On land: produces rifts which produce rift valleys
○ Under the sea: where the most active divergent plate boundaries occur, also called mid-oceanic ridges
Transform boundaries: where plates slide past each other
○ Occurs underwater or on land, relative motion of the plates is horizontal
○ Crust is neither destroyed or created
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Due to friction, stress builds up in both plates and when it exceeds the threshold of the rocks, energy is
released and causes earthquakes
○ crust age/density continental vs ocean
■ Continental = less dense, older, thicker, granite
■ Oceanic = more dense, younger, thinner, basalt
○ Many transform boundaries are found on the sea floor, where they connect segments of diverging
mid-ocean ridges
The majority of the world’s earthquakes are found along divergent, convergent, and transform boundaries.
S waves (secondary) - a transverse earthquake wave
○ slower than a P wave (primary)
○ can only move through solid rock, not through any liquid
P waves (primary) - longitudinal earthquake wave that travels through the interior of the earth
○ usually the first conspicuous wave to be recorded by a seismograph

Types of volcanoes
○ Submarine volcanoes: underwater vents/fissures in the Earth’s surface from which magma can erupt,
located near mid-ocean ridges
○ Island volcano: large volcanoes erupted on the seafloor whos tops are above sea level
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OCEAN FLOOR AGE PATTERNS
● youngest is near mid-ocean ridges/seafloor spreading centers
○ as magma from below the Earth's surface rises, magma hardens/crystallizes onto the moving plate
○ plates of basaltic composition become less thick/denser as they cool
● when an old, cold, dense oceanic plate comes into contact with thick, buoyant continental crust or younger
(warmer/thicker) oceanic crust, it will always subduct
○ ocean plates are more likely to subduct as they get older
○ because of this, very little ocean floor is older than 125 mil years and almost none is older than 200 yrs
○ age of most oceanic rock is less than 200 mil yrs
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6 - Chemicals, Vertical/Horizontal Distribution
CHEMICALS (nutrients, oxygen, metals)
● concentration of dissolved nutrients is the most important property of seawater in terms of effect on life in oceans
● nitrogen/phosphorus play a major role in stimulating primary production by plankton
○ known as limiting elements since plants cannot grow without them
● other nutrients include silicon, iron, zinc
● nutrients in ocean are cycled by biological pumping:
○ plankton extract nutrients out of surface water and combine them in their organic matter
○ when plants die, sink, and decay, the nutrients are returned to their dissolved state at deeper levels of
ocean
● abundance of nutrients determine how fertile oceans are
○ measure of fertility is primary production (rate of fixation of carbon per unit of water per unit time)
● oxygen
○ dissolved oxygen content is critical for the health of ocean
○ oxygen in surface ocean is added continuously through air-sea interface and photosynthesis
○ used up by marine organisms in respiration or during decay/oxidation of the organic material that rains
down in ocean
○ ends up deposited on ocean bottom
● most organisms require oxygen so its depletion has adverse effects for marine populations
● temp affects oxygen levels
○ warm waters hold less dissolved oxygen than cold waters
● dissolved CO2 - used up by plankton during photosynthesis
○ replenished during respiration/oxidation of organic matter

VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION
● trace elements - elements that don’t contribute to salinity
○ present in concentrations less than 1 mg/kg
○ important to study because many are nutrients and are required to sustain life (P, N, Fe, Cu)
■ others are toxic (Cu, Hg)
■ some are tracers for redox conditions (Cr, I, Mn, Re, Mo, V, U)
■ some form economic deposits such as manganese nodules (Cu, Co, Ni, Cd)
■ some are tracers of pollution (Pb, Pu, Ag)
● Conservative elements - elements have early the same concentration vertically and horizontally in the ocean
○ only process that causes noticeable changes in their concentrations are addition/removal of water through
precipitation/evaporation
○ elements attain conservative distribution when residence time is much longer than the mixing time of the
ocean (~1000 years)
■ residence time - length of time it takes various input processes to add an amount of element to
ocean that is equal to the amount of element in the ocean
■ conservative elements usually have residence times greater than several hundred thousand years
○ sources/sinks of these elements are very small relative to amount in ocean
■ so there aren’t noticeable impacts on concentration
○ example: sodium
● Nutrient-like elements - these elements are depleted at ocean surface due to uptake from plankton and
incorporation into the plankton’s biomass
○ process is dominated by plants (because they’re restricted to sunlit zone of ocean for photosynthesis euphotic zone)
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■

●

●

●

euphotic zone can range from a few meters deep (particle rich waters) to 150 m (really clear
water)
○ biomass produced by these plants sink from the euphotic zone when eaten/excreted by zooplankton or if
plant population exhausts nutrients in water
■ particles are eaten by bacteria/animals in deep sea
■ chemicals are released into deep ocean waters (remineralized) below euphotic zone
○ Remineralization - enriches deep waters with elements cycled by this process
○ concentration of nutrient-like elements is greater in deep waters (Indian/Pacific Oceans) because the
circulation creates a greater age to let more chemical be regenerated
○ also called biological/recycled elements
■ distribution of these elements is controlled by biological cycling
○ residence time ranges from 1000 years to several hundred thousand years
■ usually shorter residence times than conservative elements
■ because some of the biogenic particles will eventually reach sediments and become removed from
oceans
○ example: phosphorous
■ P is an essential nutrient for all organisms
■ nearly all of P that reaches surface ocean is removed by plants so P concentrations are almost zero
○ example: strontium
■ a small amount of strontium is used in surface waters by Acantharia (rare plankton)
■ Sr concentrations are only slightly depleted near ocean surface
○ slightly depleted elements are sometimes called bio-intermediate (C, Sr, Ba, Ca) while depleted elements
are called bio-limiting
■ because the near zero concentrations can limit the growth of plankton
Scavenged elements - these elements are rapidly absorbed into sinking particles and removed to sediments
○ concentrations of scavenged elements generally decrease with time
■ so lower concentrations in mid-depths of ocean than at surface
○ lower in deep waters of Indian/Pacific than in deep Atlantic since Indo-Pacific deep waters are older and
more time has passed for sorption of chemicals into sinking particles
○ residence time is short - usually less than 1000 years
○ external processes can noticeably change the concentration
■ because inputs/outputs are large relative to rates of mixing
○ example: aluminum
■ major input of Al is dust settling on ocean surface
■ more dust/Al in Atlantic bc it receives large inputs from arid lands/deserts of Africa
■ concentration of Al may increase near the ocean bottom due to release from sediments
Stable gases - elements that pass from the atmosphere into surface waters of the ocean where they reach saturation
(pressure of gas in seawater = pressure of gas in the atmosphere)
○ concentration at saturation of a gas (solubility) depends on temperature
■ cold water holds more gas than warm water
○ stable gas concentrations are higher in cold surface waters and when the cold water sink to the ocean
depths, they carry these gases with them
○ gases can be completely unreactive (noble gases) or only slightly reactive (ex. nitrogen)
○ deep waters of the ocean are cold and have higher concentrations than warm surface waters
■ little difference between Atlantic/Pacific
○ example: argon
Radioactive elements - elements ranging from 14C to uranium isotopes
○ 14C has a half life of 5700 years
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○
○
○

○

■ produced by cosmic rays colliding with nitrogen in atmosphere
uranium series isotopes - decay products of uranium that was present at the formation of Earth (about 4.5
billion years ago)
radioactive elements (particularly Actinides) have complicated distributions in ocean due to production
from decay of parent isotopes and scavenging removal by particles
some are conservative
■ ex. uranium bc it forms a stable complex with carbonate ion
■ decay rate of uranium is very slow
● 238U half life = 4.47E9 years
■ so radioactive decay removes very little
isotopes of thorium are very particle reactive and element can be rapidly removed to sediments
■ 234Th half life = 24 days
● usually decays away before scavenging removes it except in euphotic zone of high
particle production by plants
■ 230Th half life - 75,200 years
● chemical scavenging removes it from seawater sooner than radioactive decay

HORIZONTAL DISTRIBUTION
● higher concentration of recycled nutrients in deep Pacific relative to deep Atlantic
● this is due to superposition of vertical flux of biologically produced particles on the horizontal circulation of ocean
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7 - Coral Reefs, Atolls
CORAL REEFS
● Coral reef: a ridge of rock in the sea formed by the growth and deposit of coral
○ large underwater structures composed of the skeletons of coral, which are marine invertebrate animals
● Form when free-swimming coral larvae attach to submerged rocks/other hard surfaces along the edges of
islands/continents.
● As corals grow and expand, they take on one of the three major characteristic structures: fringing, barrier, and
atoll
● Growth rates are .3 to 2 cm per year for massive corals and up to 10 cm per year for branching corals
○ Barrier reefs and atolls can take from 100,000 to 30,000,000 years to fully form.
● Extremely important since they provide a home for millions of aquatic species, protect coastal homes from
storms, support medical treatments, and help the economy
● Found in 109 countries: 7.6% in Caribbean; 11.3% in Indian Ocean; 80% in Pacific Ocean
● The oldest coral reefs occurred about 500 million years ago; modern reefs began growing on old reef structures
between 8,000-20,000 years ago
● Shallow water tropical reefs occupy 0.089% of the world's ocean, to about 100 m depth
● There are also mesophotic coral reefs (40-150 m) and deep sea coral reefs
FRINGING REEFS
● Fringing reef: a coral reef that lies close to the shore
○ distinguished from the other main types in that it has either an entirely shallow backreef zone or none
● Most common
● Grows seaward directly from the shore
● Forms borders along the shoreline and surrounding islands
● Require the most protection since they don’t have lagoon buffers
● Lagoon - a wide band of water that is created from a barrier reef and the shoreline and forms a deep/semi-deep
body of water

BARRIER REEFS
● Barrier reef: run parallel to the shoreline, but are separated from the shoreline by lagoons
● At their shallowest point, they can reach the water’s surface forming a “barrier” to navigation
● The Great Barrier Reef in Australia is the largest in the world
○ Composed of over 2,900 individual reefs and 900 islands
○ Stretches for over 2,300 kilometres over an area of approximately 344,400 square kilometres.
○ Located in the Coral Sea, off the coast of Queensland, Australia
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ATOLLS
● how an atoll forms:

●
●

●
●

Atoll: rings of coral that create protected lagoons, usually located in the middle of the sea
An atoll develops from a coral reef that rings a volcanic island.
○ Formed when islands surrounded by fringing reefs sink into the sea or the sea level rises around them
○ The volcanic island starts to sink, and a fringing reef forms. The fringing becomes a barrier reef, and the
island sinks under the sea and the barrier reef becomes an atoll surrounding an open lagoon
Circular/oval in shape, with an open lagoon in the center
Discovered by Charles Darwin
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PATCH REEFS
● Patch reefs: Small, isolated reefs that grow up from the open bottom of the island platform/continental shelf
● Usually occur between fringing reefs/barrier reefs
● Vary greatly in size, rarely reach the surface of the water
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8 - Waves Motion, Type, Characteristics
MOTION OF WAVES
● waves are created by energy passing through water
○ causes water to move in circular motion
○ waves transmit energy, not water
■ water itself doesn’t move much, except up and down
○ waves crash along shore/coast when wave’s orbital motion is disturbed by seafloor
● as waves move along the surface of water, the water particles oscillate in circles whose diameters increasing in
depth

●
●

●

●
●

one wave’s motion is completely independent of another wave’s motion
when two groups of waves meet, they pass right through each other
○ superposition - waves can add up or cancel each other out as they pass through
■ destructive interference - if a crest from one wave lines up with the trough of another, they cancel
each other out
■ constructive interference - if two waves line up crest to crest or trough to trough, they add up
standing waves - when two equal waves go in opposite direction
○ get the usual up/down motion of surface water but waves don’t progress
○ common in coastal areas where waves reflect off places (seawalls, ship’s hulls, breakwaters)
seiche - special type of standing wave oscillating in a body of water
reflection - when wave hits a hard vertical surface
○ wall will push water back just as hard as it got pushed and sets up waves in the other direction
○ causes constructive interference and bigger/stronger waves
■ reason why solid seawalls are not good in the long run to protect from the ocean
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●

refraction - waves can come in at an angle but the side that hits shallow water first gets slowed down by friction,
causes waves to change speed and direction as depth changes
○ other side bends around to catch up until they’re parallel to the shore
○ longshore drift - the movement of material along a coast by waves which approach at an angle to the
shore but recede directly away from it
■ consequence of refracting waves that you tend to drift back towards shore when in water
○ concave refraction - when open ocean swell comes into contact with abrupt protruding change in ocean
floor surrounded by deeper water (eg reef, sand bar)
■ swell will bend at its far ends
■ resembles bowl shape that travels towards shore
○ convex refraction - what was described before
■ when ocean wave collides with protruding headland (eg cliff, jetty, pier)
■ portion of swell confronting headland slows and rest of line continues forward
■ resembles C shape moving towards shore

●

wave trains - as waves disperse away from a storm, they settle into groups of different wave sizes/velocities
continuously moving away from the source
○ confused sea - large/small waves of varying wavelengths moving in all directions
group velocity - speed at which one group of waves travels across the water
○ phase velocity - speed at which a single phase of a wave moves across the water, usually double the group
velocity

●
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TYPES OF WAVES
● Wind-driven waves (surface waves) - created by friction between wind and surface water
○ waves are usually caused by wind
○ Speed up when moving through narrow gaps
● Tidal waves (tides) - caused by the gravitational pull of the sun/moon on earth
● strong winds and pressure from severe storms causes storm surge
○ storm surge - series of long waves that are created far from shore in deeper water and intensify as they
move closer to land
● other hazardous waves are caused by underwater disturbances that displace lots of water quickly (such as
earthquakes, landslides, underwater volcanic eruptions)
○ these long waves are called tsunamis
○ As tsunamis enter shallow water their wavelength decreases, their periods remain constant, and their wave
heights increase. Tsunamis are shallow-water waves
● Kelvin waves - large scale waves, caused by lack of wind flow in the Pacific Ocean
○ special type of gravity waves that are influenced by Earth’s rotation
○ coastal Kelvin waves balance the Coriolis force against a topographic boundary (ie coastlines/mountain
ranges)
○ equatorial Kelvin waves that balance the Coriolis force in the northern hemisphere against its southern
hemisphere counterpart
■ always propagates east and only exists on the equator
● Rossby waves (planetary waves) - slow-moving, massive inertial waves which occur due to Earth’s rotation
○ they can affect weather/climate
○ they can stretch horizontally for hundreds of kilometers
● types of breaking waves
○ surging wave - produced when long period swells, low steepness waves arrive at coastlines with steep
beach profiles
■ The base of the wave moves fast and does not allow the crest to evolve.
■ As a result, the wave almost doesn't break, and there is little whitewater.
● The front face and crest of the wave remain relatively smooth with little foam.
■ Surging waves look friendly, but can be quite deadly because of the backwash associated with
them.

○

Spilling waves - produced when the ocean floor has a gentle slope
■ As the wave approaches the shore, it slowly releases energy, and the crest gradually becomes
unstable and spills forward down its face until it is all whitewater.
■ These waves take more time to break than any other wave. Surfers usually call these waves,
"mushy waves.” Relatively gentle wave.

○

Plunging wave - the incoming swell hits a steep ocean floor or a sea bottom with sudden depth changes.
■ As a result, the wave's crest becomes steeper, vertical, then curls over and explodes on the trough.
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■

○

The air under the lip of the wave is compressed, and a crashing sound is often heard. Plungers are
more common in offshore wind conditions.

Collapsing wave - blend between surging and plunging waves (not really a separate category)
■ The crest never completely breaks, and the bottom face of the wave gets vertical and collapses,
resulting in whitewater

CHARACTERISTICS OF WAVES
● crest - the very top of the wave
● trough - the hollow between two crests
● wave height - the vertical distance between the top of one wave crest and the bottom of the next trough
● wavelength - the horizontal distance between any one point on one wave and the corresponding point on the next
● wave steepness - the ratio of height to length
● amplitude - the maximum vertical displacement of the sea surface from still water level (half the wave height)
● period - the time it takes for one complete wavelength to pass a stationary point
● wave speed - the velocity with which waves travel
● deep water waves - waves that are in water that is deeper than half their wavelength
● shallow water waves - waves that are in water that is shallower than 1/20 their wavelength (the important
difference on these last two is whether or not the sea floor influences the motion of the wave)

●

●

fetch - distance over water that the wind blows in a single direction
○ if wind speed is slow, only small waves result regardless of wind duration or fetch
○ if strong winds blow for a long time but over a short fetch, no large waves form
○ large waves only form when all three factors (wind speed, wind duration, fetch) combine
swell - waves that have enough energy to travel well beyond their place of origin
○ usually collections of waves produced by storm winds raging hundreds of miles out to sea, rather than due
to local winds
○ formed through a combination of wind strength, wind duration, and fetch
■ this energy fuels a swell so it can travel thousands of miles without changes in height/shape
○ as swells move away from the storm area of formation, they become more round/flat
○ swell period - number of seconds between successive swell crests as they pass the same stationary object
■ the greater the number of seconds between swells, the greater resulting wave
■ ideal waves for surfing have a swell period of >12 seconds
○ swell direction - direction swell is coming from (not direction it is heading toward)
○ ground swell - creates large/powerful surf
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●
●

○ wind swell - created by less powerful, more localized wind systems
surf - swell of the sea that breaks upon the shore
○ the mass or line of foam formed by waves breaking on a seashore or reef
difference between surf and swell
○ Surf - waves are slowing down/breaking; occurs at coast or in shallow water
○ Swell - waves are travelling (not being generated or dissipated); occurs in open water
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9 - Surface Currents, Coriolis, Gyres
SURFACE CURRENTS
● Continuous and directed movements of ocean water
● Can flow for thousands of kilometers and reach depths of hundreds of meters
● Do not depend on weather
● Affected by global wind patterns, the rotation of the Earth, and the shape of the ocean basins
● Distribute heat around the planet and influence climate around the globe
● When a surface current collides with land, the current must change direction
● map is down there↓↓↓
WARM/COLD CURRENTS
● Warm ocean currents: flow away from the equatorial region on the western side of ocean basins
● Cold ocean currents: flow toward the equatorial region on the eastern side of ocean basins
CORIOLIS EFFECT
● Coriolis Effect: Causes things (ex: planes/currents of air) traveling long distances around Earth appear to move at
a curve as opposed to a straight line
○ Occurs since different parts of the Earth move at different speeds: earth rotates faster at the equator than it
does at the poles (at the equator, Earth rotates at 1600 km/hr, at the poles, Earth rotates at .00008 km/hr)
○ Air currents bend to the right in the Northern Hemisphere and bend to the left in the Southern
Hemisphere
○ Causes winds/currents to form circular patterns
○ Affects weather patterns, ocean currents, and air travel
GYRES
● Ocean gyre: any large system of circulating ocean currents, particularly those involved with large wind
movements
○ Five major ocean wide gyres: the North Atlantic, South Atlantic, North Pacific, South Pacific, and Indian
Ocean
○ Calm centers of a gyre are oligotrophic (nutrient poor) since they have few concentrations of the organic
chemicals that support producers
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●
●
●
●

Subpolar gyre: form in the polar regions of the planet, sit beneath an area of low atmospheric pressure
Tropical gyre: form near the Equator, tends to flow in a east-west (instead of circular) motion
Subtropical gyre: form between the polar equatorial regions of Earth, sit beneath an area of high atmospheric
pressure
Garbage patches: accumulated debris in large areas of stationary, calm water
○ Pacific trash vortex/Great Pacific Garbage Patch: garbage patch in the North Pacific Ocean
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OCEAN CURRENTS MAP
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10 - Ekman, Geostrophic Balances
EKMAN
● Ekman spiral and Ekman transport are named for Swedish scientist V. Walfrid Ekman who first described the
spiral in 1905
○ used Fridtjof Nansen’s (guy who froze his ship in ice to get to North Pole) observations to make a
mathematical model
● Ekman spiral - when surface water molecules are moved by wind, they drag deeper layers of water molecules
below them
○ occurs as consequence of Coriolis effect
○ like surface water, deeper water is deflected by the Coriolis effect
■ to the right in the Northern Hemisphere and to the left in the Southern Hemisphere
○ each successively deeper layer of water moves more slowly to right/left
■ creates spiral effect
○ speed/direction of moving water changes with depth: 100 to 150 m (330-500 ft) deep
■ ocean water at surface moves at an angle to wind
■ water under the surface water turns a bit more, etc.
■ depth where Ekman transport fails to affect water circulation - 100m
● Ekman transport - average direction of all this turning water is about a right angle from the wind direction
○ Nansen observed ice didn’t move in the same direction as wind
■ consistently moving to right of wind direction
○ Ekman transport piles up surface water in some areas of ocean and removes water from other areas
■ produces variations in height of sea surface
■ causes it to slope gradually
○ one consequence of a sloping ocean surface - generation of horizontal differences (gradients) in water
pressure which give rise to geostrophic flow
● since real ocean doesn’t match ideal conditions of Ekman spiral, wind-induced water movements often differ a lot
○ in shallow water, water depth is insufficient for full spiral to develop so angle between horz wind
direction and surface water can be as little as 15 degrees
○ as waters deepen, angle increases and approaches 45 degrees
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GEOSTROPHIC BALANCES
● geostrophic balance is the condition for the exact balance between the Coriolis force and pressure gradient force
○ geostrophic wind - theoretical wind that would result from this balance

●
●

●
●

●

f - Coriolis parameter
u - zonal components of velocity
○ zonal - latitutinal (easterly or westerly)
● v - meridional component of velocity
○ meridional - longitudinal (northerly or southerly)
● x - zonal coordinate
● y - meridional coordinate
● p - pressure
● weird ρ - density
only place where geostrophic balance never holds - at equator (because no Coriolis force)
key feature of geostrophic balance - rather than flowing from high to low pressure, the fluid actually moves
parallel to lines of equal pressure (isobars)
○ in Northern hemisphere, low pressure is always to the left of the wind vector
geostrophic wind - theoretical winds balanced by the coriolis and pressure gradient forces
○ an air parcel initially at rest will move from high to low pressure because of the pressure gradient force
(PGF)
○ as that air parcel begins to move, it is deflected by the Coriolis force (to right in NH and left in SH)
○ as wind gains speed, deflection increases until Coriolis force equals the pressure gradient force
○ at this point, wind will be blowing parallel to the isobars and is referred to as geostrophic
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11 - Currents (longshore, rip), Upwelling
COASTAL CURRENTS
● Coastal currents - currents that flow along/around the coastline
○ found in the region between the coastline and the edge of the continental shelf
○ considered as being made up of two components
■ alongshore (parallel to the coast)
■ cross-shore (perpendicular to the coast).
● the speed at which waves approach the shore depends on sea floor/shoreline features and the depth of the water.
○ as a wave moves toward the beach, different segments of the wave encounter the beach before others
■ slows these segments down
○ so the wave tends to bend/conform to the general shape of the coastline
● coastal zone is where the most nutrients/pollutants/sediments are introduced into the ocean
○ also where most larvae are generated and dispersed
● When waves reach an irregular coastline, how is their energy distributed?
○ It is focused on headlands and erodes them back; headlands are attacked by focused wave energy due to
wave refraction
LONGSHORE CURRENTS
● Longshore currents - affected and generated when a “train” of waves reach the coastline and release bursts of
energy
● Affected by the velocity and angle of a wave
○ when a wave breaks at a more acute angle on a beach/very high wave height, longshore currents increase
in velocity
○ a wider breaking angle/lower wave height, this slows a longshore’s current velocity.
● Longshore drift - when the sheet of water moves on and off the beach
○ captures and transports beach sediment back out to sea
○ can cause significant beach erosion and form spits and barrier islands
■ spits - long, narrow outcroppings of land
■ barrier islands - long islands located parallel to the coast, which constantly change as longshore
currents pick up and move sand
● Littoral drift - transport of non-cohesive sediments (mainly sand) along the foreshore and the shoreface
○ due to the action of the breaking waves and the longshore current.
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RIP CURRENTS
● Rip currents - a localized current that flows away from the shoreline toward the ocean, perpendicular or at an
acute angle to the shoreline
○ forms where underwater land formations prevent waves from flowing straight back out to sea
○ not the same as riptide
● Results from spent waves funneling out of a narrow opening with great force
○ spent waves - waves that have already crashed
● as longshore currents move on and off the beach, rip currents can form around low spots or breaks in sandbars and
near structures such as jetties and piers
○ Usually breaks up not far from shore
● Generally not more than 25 meters wide
● Typically reach speeds of 1 to 2 feet per second (can be dangerous for swimmers)
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UPWELLING
● Upwelling - process that occurs when winds displace surface water by blowing it away
○ rising of seawater (refer to section 16)
○ happens when water from the deep sea travels up to surface
○ occurs when wind blows along a coastline
■ wind causes water at surface to move perpendicular to it, away from the coast (because of Ekman
transport)
● enables ecosystems to flourish where they otherwise would not
● influx of nutrients/water from the bottom of the ocean nourishes places like Antarctica)

○
○
○

●

when surface water moves away from the coast, deeper water rises up to take its place
this water is cold/rich in nutrients (due to rotting bodies of sea creatures in dead water)
these extra nutrients are sntached up by plankton in the ocean when it gets to the surface
■ number of plankton grows where there is upwelling
■ tiny animals eat plankton → fish eat those animals
■ so upwelling areas are full of marine life
■ half of fish caught in the world comes from upwelling places
upwelling happens as part of El Nino
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DOWNWELLING
● Downwelling - opposite of upwelling
○ surface waters pushing down into deeper areas of ocean
● Happens when winds cause Ekman transport to push water toward a barrier (eg coastline) coast and deeper in
ocean
○ the resulting accumulation of water forces the water on top to sink
○ One case: the wind blows towards the coast, the water accumulates along the coast and plunges along the
seafloor to compensate for the influx of surface water
○ Second case: the wind blows parallel to the coast and causes a swell current deflected by the Coriolis
force towards the right in the Northern Hemisphere, and towards the left in the Southern Hemisphere.
■ When this current is directed towards the coast, a compensation current forms and causes
downwelling
● Crucial to the cycling of nutrients in the ocean
○ when the water layers trade places, so do the nutrients and gases
○ deeper layers are rich in nutrients, warmer waters are rich in oxygen
● Prevents dissolved oxygen from being used for the decay of organic matter at the surface
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12 - Deep ocean circulation, Ocean overturning, Water masses
DEEP OCEAN CIRCULATION
● also referred to as thermohaline circulation
○ deep-water current is known as the global conveyor belt
● Winds drive ocean currents in the upper 100 meters of the ocean’s surface
● thermohaline circulation - ocean currents that flow thousands of meters below surface are driven by differences in
water’s density (which are caused by differences in temperature thermo and salinity h aline)
○ in polar regions ocean water gets very cold, forming sea ice
○ surrounding seawater gets saltier since salt is left behind when sea ice forms
○ salty seawater results in increased density, so it begins to sink
○ surface water is pulled in to replace the sinking water, which in turn eventually becomes cold and salty
enough to sink
○ this initiates the deep-ocean currents driving the global conveyor belt
● global conveyor belt moves much slower than surface currents (few cm/s)
○ begins with cold water near North Pole, heads south toward Antarctica (directed partly by landmasses)
○ recharged with cold water in Antarctica and splits in two directions (Indian/Pacific Ocean)
○ as the two sections near the equator, they warm up and rise to the surface (upwelling)
■ eventually loops back to north Atlantic Ocean
● this is crucial to the base of the world's food chain
○ as it transports water, it enriches carbon dioxide-poor, nutrient-depleted surface waters by carrying them
into the ocean's deeper layers where these elements are abundant
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●

deep water formation = carbon sink

OCEAN OVERTURNING
● Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) - large system of ocean currents that carry warm water
from the tropics/Southern Hemisphere north into the North Atlantic/Nordic and Labrador Seas
○ driven by differences in temp/salinity
○ as warm water flows north, it cools + evaporation, so it increases the amount of salt
■ low temp + high salt = dense water, which sinks deep into water
○ eventually it gets pulled back up to the surface and warms in “upwelling”
● this process makes sure the world’s oceans are continually mixed
○ heat and energy are distributed around the earth
○ contributes to modern climate
○ responsible for transporting large amounts of water, heat, salt, carbon, nutrients, etc. from Tropical
Atlantic to the Mid and High Latitude Atlantic
● includes the Gulf Stream
● climate models suggest AMOC will weaken as greenhouse gases increase
○ as the atmosphere warms, surface ocean retains more heat
○ makes ocean lighter and reduces sinking
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WATER MASSES
● water mass - identifiable body of water with a common formation history and certain physical properties
○ properties include temperature, salinity, chemical isotopic ratios, etec.
● water masses can be distinguished by tracers and their location in the worlds’ oceans
○ tracers (flow tracer) - used to deduce small scale flow patterns, large scale ocean circulation, water mass
formation and changes, dating of water masses, and CO2 storage and uptake
○ transient tracers - change over time (eg radioactive material)
○ biological tracers - eg phytoplankton blooms can be seen by satellites and move with changing currents
■ can be used to track water masses, and check how well water masses are mixing
■ when subtropical water (warmth is ideal for phytoplankton but nutrient poor) and subpolar water
(cold and nutrient rich) mix, it causes huge phytoplankton blooms
● such as the Kuroshio Current in the north Pacific
● also distinguished by vertical position
○ categories: surface water masses, intermediate water masses, deep water masses
● common water masses
○ Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW)
■ formed in Southern Ocean from surface water cooling in polynyas (areas of open water
surrounded by sea ice)
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■
■
■
■

■

○

○

○

○

Temp - 0.8-2 C
Salinity - 34.6 - 34.7 psu
● psu (practical salinity unit) - based on properties of sea water conductivity
coldest bottom water, giving it lots of influence on movement of world’s oceans
densest water mass of oceans
● occupies a depth range below 4000m of all ocean basins
high oxygen content relative to rest of oceans’ deep waters
● due to oxidation of deteriorating organic content in rest of deep oceans
● AABW is considered the ventilation of deep ocean
begins from surface in the Weddell Sea off the coast of Antarctica
● around 1.5 mil cubic m of dense salt water sinks and reaches the seafloor
● journeys towards the equator

North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW)
■ high salinity, oxygen content, and 14C/12C
■ NADW is essential to AMOC
■ sinking of NADW pulls waters of North Atlantic drift north, being responsible for the conveyor
belt model of the thermohaline circulation
■ believed to power the Gulf Stream and North Atlantic drift
Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW)
■ water mass in Pacific and Indian oceans, formed by mixing of other water masses
■ blend of masses including NADW, AABW, and Pacific Intermediate Water Masses
■ greatest volume water mass in the Southern Ocean
■ Temp - 1-2C
■ salinity - 34.62-34.73 psu
Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW)
■ found in all southern oceans at depths of 500-1200 m
■ temp - 3-7 C
■ salinity - 33.8-34.5 ppt
Subantarctic Mode Water (SAMW)
■ homogeneous layer that forms north of Subantarctic Front
● due to convective overturning that also serves to ventilate (high dissolved oxygen value)
■ also referred to as a pycnostad
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■

○

○

from west to east..
● temp decreases from 8.5C to 5.5C
● salinity decreases from 34.62 ppt to 34.25 ppt
Arctic Intermediate Water (AIW)
■ between top cold, fresh polar water and bottom deep water in the Arctic
■ formed in relatively small quantities
■ lower AIW - water mass with temp/salinity max at 250-400 m depth
● temp 0-3C
● salinity greater than 34.9
■ upper AIW - denser layer on top of lower AIW, below surface cold water
● temp less than 2C
● salinity 34.7-34.9
North Pacific Intermediate Water (NPIW)
■ cold, moderately low salinity water mass
■ originates in mixed water region (MWR) between Kuroshio and Oyashio waters

Global distribution of most common upper ocean masses:

●

basic tool for water mass classification and analysis - temperature-salinity (TS) diagram
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○

○

a homogeneous water mass shows up in a TS-diagram as a single point
■ North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW), Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW), Antarctic Bottom
Water (AABW)
other water masses display some variation of their properties with depth and are represented by curves
■ water masses of the permanent thermocline Central Water: South Atlantic Central Water (SACW)
and North Atlantic Central Water (NACW)
■ standard deviations can be estimated by the range of data scatter around the lines
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13 - Tides, moon/earth
HIGH/LOW TIDES
● Tides: daily ebb and flow of water caused by the gravitational pull of the sun and moon. (moon has a stronger pull
on the water)
○ Bulges exist in the ocean on each side of the planet due to the moon’s gravitational pull upon the planet
○ Sublunar point: the spot right beneath the moon at any given time, ocean bulge is highest over this spot
○ Antipodal point: spot on the other side of the planet directly opposite the antipodal point, ocean bulge is
highest over this spot
● High tide: occurs if the moon/sun are on the same side or directly opposite each other
○ Most coastal locations have two unequal high tides a day
● Low tide: occurs if the moon/sun are separated by ninety degrees
○ Most coastal locations have 2 unequal low tides a day
● Tidal Patterns: a location can experience different tide patterns throughout the month
○ Semidiurnal: when both high tides are equal to each other and low tides are also roughly equal
○ Mixed tide: when the two highs and two low tides differ significantly from each other
○ Diurnal tide: where there’s only one high and low tide a day
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SPRING/NEAP TIDES
● Spring tides: strongest tides since the gravitational pulls of the sun and the moon are combined, but on the
perpendicular sides the tides are fairly weak
○ The moon appears new when it is directly between the Earth and the sun (EMS), the moon appears full
when the Earth is between the moon and the sun (MES). During new/full moons, average tidal ranges are
slightly larger.
○ Occur twice each lunar month without regard to the season - occur full moon and new moon
○ High tides are a little higher and low tides are a little lower than average
○ Refers to the ‘springing forth’ of the tide during new and full moon, popularly known as a “King Tide”

●

Neap tides: refers to a period of moderate tides
○ Occurs seven days after a spring tide, when the sun/moon are at right angles to each other. The bulge of
the ocean caused by the sun partially cancels out the bulge of the ocean caused by the moon.
○ High tides are a little lower and low tides are a little higher than average
○ Occurs when the moon appears during quarter moons (during the first and quarter moon)
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TIDAL CURRENTS
● Tidal currents: occur in conjunction with the rise and fall of the tide, the only type of current affected by the
interactions of the Earth, sun, and moon.
● The vertical motion of the tides near the shore causes the water to move horizontally, creating currents.
○ Flood current: as the tide rises, water moves toward the shore
○ Ebb current: as the tide recedes, water moves away from the shore
● Rectilinear/reversing currents: tidal currents that ebb and flood in opposite directions

●

●

tidal bores - strong tide that goes against the current of the river/bay
○ occurs along a coast where river empties into ocean/sea
○ usually only occurs if the river is fairly shallow, has a narrow outlet to the sea, large tidal range, and a
flat/wide estuary
famous tidal bores - Trent River (England), Amazon River (Brazil), Seine River (France), Qiantang River (China)

TIDAL RESONANCE
● Tidal resonance: occurs when the tide excites one of the resonant modes of the ocean
○ Resonance: the reinforcement or prolongation of sound by reflection from a surface, or by the
synchronous vibration of a neighboring object
● Effect is most striking when a continental shelf is about a quarter wavelength wide
● Then an incidental tidal wave can be reinforced by reflections between the coast and the shelf edge, the result
producing a much higher tidal range at the coast
● Examples: Bay of Fundy, where the world’s highest tides are reportedly found, Bristol Channel, Leaf Bay
○ Bay of Fundy has the largest tidal range in the world. This is because...
■ The bay tapers at the end
■ The period of oscillation in the bay is very close to the tidal period
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●
●

■ The bay curves to the right, and is in the Northern Hemisphere (Coriolis Effect)
■ it has a tidal range of 17 meters
Most resonant regions are responsible for large fractions of the total amount of tidal energy dissipated in the
oceans
Speed of long waves in the ocean is given by √gh where g is acceleration of gravity and h is the depth of the
ocean

MOON/EARTH RELATIONS
● Apogee - farthest point of moon from the earth
● Perigee - the closest point to the earth and it is in this stage that the moon appears larger
● Looking at the moon in the sky without anything to compare it to, you wouldn't notice any size difference
○ But actually quite significant
○ Comparison:

●
●
●

●

Average distance of the moon from Earth is 237,700 miles (382,500 km).
At apogee, moon has less gravitational pull
○ can contribute to lower tides or lower variation in the high/low tide level
At perigee, the moon has much more gravitational pull
○ causes higher tides or greater variation in the high and low tide

Barycenter: the common center of gravity between the Earth and Moon, or the point which the Earth/Moon
system rotates around
○ Found at a point inside the Earth (but not at the center)
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14 - Coastal landforms, Uplift/subsidence, SLR
COASTAL FEATURES
● features varies depending on climate, wind, sea, rock composition

●
●

headland - tapering strip of land jutting into the sea
cliff - steep rock face shaped by sea
○ wave-cut platform - the flat area exposed at low tide left at base as the cliff retreats

●

cave - natural underground cavity from slow erosion of rock by water
○ natural arch - arch hollowed out of a headland by sea
○ stack - needle-shaped column from collapse of an arch
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●
●
●

sand island - exposed summit of a sand deposit formed near/sometimes far from shoreline
rocky islet - small island made of rock
tombolo - ridge of sand joining island to shoreline

●
●

spit - elongated ridge of sand/pebbles extending into the water
bars - linear deposits of material parallel to the coast, can grow large enough to become barrier islands
○ barrier islands - long narrow islands
skerry - rock tip just above the surface of water
dune - accumulation of sand shaped by wind
river estuary - mouth of river influenced by tides, forms indentation in coastline
○ mudflats - wide areas of muddy coast where rivers meet the sea/ocean
lagoon - shallow expanse of water separated from the sea by ridge of sand/barrier island
beach - accumulation of sand/pebbles along coast
groyne (groin) - long narrow pile of rocks that extends out into the water, perpendicular to shoreline
○ built by people in order to help keep sand from moving off beach
○ other human structures - breakwaters (structure built in the water, parallel to the shore to protect boats or
harbor areas from strong waves) and seawalls (structure built along the shore, parallel to the shore, to
protect against strong waves)

●
●
●
●
●
●
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●

Berm: a dry, nearly-level or gently-sloping platform near river/canal
○ used to control erosion and sedimentation by reducing the rate of surface runoff.
○ Summer: beaches have a smooth face and wide, well-developed berm
■ Also usually are wider and have a gradual slope
○ Winter: beaches have little/no berm and offshore sand bars
■ Beaches are steeper/narrower

●

Foreshore: seaward sloping portion of a beach between high and low tide water levels
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COASTAL PROCESSES
● coastal erosion - wearing away of land by sea
○ often involves destructive waves wearing away the coast
● five processes that cause coastal erosion:
○ corrasion - waves pick up beach material (pebbles) and hurl them at base of cliff
○ abrasion - when breaking waves which contain sand/larger fragments erode the shoreline or headland
■ aka sandpaper effect
○ hydraulic action - when waves hit the base of a cliff, air is compressed into the cracks
■ when waves retreat, air rushes out of the gap
■ causes cliff material to break away
○ attrition - waves cause rocks/pebbles to bump into each other and break up
○ corrosion/solution - when certain types of cliffs erode due to weak acids in the sea
● coastal transportation - movement of material in the sea and along the coast by waves
○ longshore drift - movement of material along the shore by wave action when waves moves toward coast at
an angle
■ provides a link btwn erosion and deposition since it erodes material in one place and
transports/deposits somewhere else
○ sea can transport material in four different ways:
■ Traction - large material is rolled along the sea floor
■ Saltation - beach material is bounced along the sea floor
■ Suspension - beach material is suspended and carried by the waves.
■ Solution - material is dissolved and carried by the water
● deposition - when eroded material is dropped by constructive waves
○ happens when waves have less energy
○ creates a range of landforms
● currents - transport large amounts of sand and alter the shape of offshore sandbars
○ longshore currents - when waves come in at a slight angle to shoreline

UPLIFT/SUBSIDENCE
● Uplift - refers to “uplifting” of land forms in relation to Earth’s surface, resulting in an increase of elevation
● causes of uplift:
○ orogenic uplift - when two tectonic plates converge together and pile crustal material between
■ results in huge mountain ranges
○ isostatic uplift - when earthen material is eroded from around a landform
■ causes it to appear to have risen to new heights in elevation
○ isostatic uplift - the removal of a mass from a region will be isostatically compensated by crustal rebound
■ example - post-glacial rebound
○ coral islands
■ coral islands are produced by mass pilings of coral, which cement themselves together as reefs
and then islands
● subsidence - when landforms sink to lower elevations than before
○ examples - dissolution of limestone, mining, natural gas extraction, groundwater lowering
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SEA LEVEL RISE
● as sea level rises, coastal erosion accelerates
● subsidence - sinking coastal land can cause a rise in relative sea level
○ submergence -permanent flooding of the coast caused by rise in global sea level and/or subsidence of land
○ submergent: a coast that has experienced a rise in sea level due to subsidence
● other causes
○ land-based ice is melting
○ ocean waters are warming, therefore expanding
● no direct effect when sea-based ice melts since it is already part of the ocean system
○ sea ice floats in water and displaces an equivalent mass of water
○ indirect effect - albedo (ability of a surface to reflect sunlight) changes
■ ice and snow are very good at reflecting the warm rays of sun
■ as ice melts, polar regions will warm even quicker bc Arctic ocean will absorb more sunlight
■ example of positive feedback loop
● eustatic sea level change (eustasy)- change in volume of the sea in ocean basins
○ could be caused by change in amount of water (ie from melting ice sheets) or by a change in size of ocean
basins (reduction in size due to formation of new continental crust)
○ causes a global rise/fall in sea level, occurs simultaneously and uniformly throughout the world
○ equilibrium can be reached easily and quickly
● isostatic sea level change (isostasy)- refers to the movement of land in relation to sea in specific areas
○ causes local change in sea level
○ occurs when the Earth’s crust rises/falls relative to the sea (usually because of the change in mass on top
of the crust)
■ example - at the end of an ice age, the distribution/mass of glaciers change
○ equilibrium occurs slowly and can occur at different rates on different coasts
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15 - Oceanography Tools
WATER SAMPLERS
Van Dorn Bottle: samples water
● operates at any depth on a cable or line with a messenger
● Developed by Dr. W Van Dorn

Nansen Bottle: samples water
● operates at any depth on a cable or line with a messenger that makes bottle rotate 180 degrees while trapping
water and closing
● Racks on side for reversing thermometers that record temperature of water when rotated 180 degrees (when bottle
rotates, temperature at that depth is recorded)

Niskin Bottle: samples water
● operates at any depth on a cable or line with a messenger

JZ Bacteriological Bottle: samples water
● operates at any depth on a cable or line with a messenger
● Water is sampled in a sterile container for bacterial examination
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Surface Sample Bottle: samples water
● operates at the surface by hand or at any depth visited by a scuba diver
● Any type of bottle can be used to capture surface water

MESSENGERS
- Most of the water samplers can be sent to a particular depth and then "triggered" to take the water sample by a
"messenger". This is also the case with several other types of samplers (bottom, organism).
Messengers: used to trigger many types of samplers at a particular depth
● operated on a cable or line
● Twist the messenger to feel how easily it is attached to a cable or line

BOTTOM SAMPLERS
Ekman Grab: samples bottom sediments (mud/sand)
● operates in relatively shallow water on a cable or line triggered with a messenger
● Made of brass and will bend if used to sample a rocky bottom
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Peterson Grab: samples rocky bottoms
● Operates at any depth on a cable or line by free fall (no messenger needed)
● Extremely heavy and can take a sample of the hardest rocky ocean bottoms (like granite and marble)

Soft Bottom Modified Petersen Grab: samples bottom sediments (mud or sand)
● Operates at any depth on a cable or line by free fall (no messenger needed)
● May need a few tugs to get a sample in water less than 20 feet deep

Wash Bucket: used to wash bottom sediments free of material less than ½ mm
● Operates at the surface by hand
● Samples from the Ekman Grab and Soft Bottom Modified Petersen Grab are often processed with this in studies
looking for organisms living in the sediments; the wash bucket gets rid of most of the sediments and all that is left
are the critters (worms, snails, clams and small crustaceans) that live in the mud or sand
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Bottom Corer: samples bottom sediments without disturbing the layering
● Operates on a cable or line (free fall) or by hand without a messenger
● Bottom cores over 100 feet long are taken during oil exploration

ANIMAL/PLANT SAMPLERS
Standard Plankton Net: samples plankton
● Operates on a cable or line by hand or behind a boat
● Can be towed vertically/horizontally, some have meters that record the volume of water passing through the net,
others have a device to keep the mouth of the net closed until it reaches a certain depth and then to close it after
the tow
● Come in a variety of sizes (can have mouths over 10 feet across). The size of the openings (apertures) vary and
are used to describe the net:
● Mesh Number 00 equals an aperture of .030 inches.
○ # 0 net = .023 inch mesh
○ # 2 net = .015 inch mesh
○ # 6 net = .0096 inch mesh
○ # 12 net = .0047 inch mesh
○ # 20 net = .0030 inch mesh
○ # 25 net = .0025 inch mesh
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Deck Plankton Collector: samples plankton
● Operates on the deck of a boat or float with a pump that pumps water from a particular depth through the net
letting the overflow return to the ocean
● Generally a slow process and not as efficient as the Standard Plankton Net, but good when plankton from a
particular depth is needed since the pump can be turned on only when at a certain depth

Folsom Plankton Splitter: splits plankton samples equally so that the material in the sample near the surface and near the
bottom is equally split
● Operates by rotating a plankton sample in the enclosed drum
● Can be used again and again to get smaller and smaller subsamples

Sedgewick-Rafter Plankton Counting Chamber: used to view 1 ml plankton of a plankton sample
● Operates under the microscope
● By counting and recording 1 ml of a large plankton sample it is possible to estimate the numbers of plankters in a
short period of time
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Succession Plates: samples fouling organisms in the ocean
● Operates by placing these (or any solid material) in the ocean for a period of time
● Plates can be withdrawn periodically to determine the “succession” or organisms that settle and grow there

Transects: used to describe (usually by counting and recording rather than taking) organisms in an environment in
reference to a line (rope or tape measure)
● Several types of transects can be used depending on the environment and time to do the study.
○ Line transects: done by recording all organisms touching the line
○ Strip transects: done by recording all organisms within a certain distance of the line
○ Spot transects: done by recording all organisms found at certain points along the line

Quadrats: used to describe (usually by counting and recording rather than taking) organisms in an environment found
within the perimeter of a certain sized material
● Operates in any environment by hand
● Several types of quadrats can be used (large, small, square, round, triangular, etc)

Biological Dredge: samples organisms living on a rocky bottom
● Operates at any depth on a cable or line (generally with a hydraulic winch)
● Often rips specimens off, can be destructive
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Beach Seine: samples organisms living on a sandy bottom near shore
● Operates from the shore to about 15 feet of water by hand (need many people)
● Outlawed for most uses, needs a special State permit which is hard to get

Otter Trawl: samples organisms on or near (within a few feet) sandy or muddy bottoms
● Operates at any depth by cable or line by hand or hydraulic winch
● Used by fishermen for flatfish (sole, halibut, flounder) and shrimp

Isaacs-Kidd Midwater Trawl: samples organisms in water column
● Operates at any depth (not on bottom) on cable or line by hydraulic winch

TEMPERATURE
Standard Thermometer: measures temperature in degrees
● operates at any depth by cable or line or by hand
● Mercury has been replaced in many standard thermometers by less toxic materials
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Bucket Thermometer: measures temp in degrees
● operates at the surface by hand or line
● An easy way to get a quick surface sea temperature from a big vessel when you are unable to reach the water

Reversing Thermometer (for Nansen Bottle): measures temp in degrees
● operates only when turned 180 degrees
○ the mercury breaks in the special loop and will not get back together until reset
○ thus, temperature at depth can be recorded with a 180 degree flip (as is done with the Nansen Bottle)
○ there will be no change on the way up
● Each thermometer is about $400 now however, instant read out temperature sensors are most often used to
determine temperature at depth

Bathythermograph (BT): measures water
● operates over any depth with a cable or line by hand or with a hydraulic winch
● This model records the information inside and is retrieved
○ however there are expendable models (XBTs) that free fall on a copper line and transmit the temperature
and depth information through the copper wire before dropping to the bottom

SALINITY
Hydrometer: measures salinity in parts per thousand (o/oo)
● quick test type for aquariums
● operates by reading the density (specific gravity) of the water that corresponds to salinity.
○ Increasing dissolved salts increase the density.
● Very easy to use this but it does not correct for density changes due to temperature.
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Hydrometer Set (cylinder, hydrometer, thermometer, TSD graph): measures salinity in parts per thousand (o/oo)
● operates with a water sample by using a hydrometer to measure the density of the water (water with more salt is
more dense and will float the hydrometer higher in the cylinder)
○ can then be used along with the temperature in a standard TSD graph (temperature, salinity, density) to
find the salinity since these three variables have a known relationship
● Very hard to do on a rocking boat but easy on solid land

Chemical Test Kit: measures salinity in parts per thousand (o/oo)
● operates by a chemical titration with a water sample to determine just one of the salts (chloride ion) and
extrapolate the rest of the salinity
● Not very accurate because of interaction of other salts

Salinometer: measures salinity in parts per thousand (o/oo)
● operates by measuring the electrical conductivity and extrapolating (saltier water is a better conductor)
● very accurate
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OXYGEN
Chemical Test Kit” measures oxygen in parts per million (ppm)
● operates by chemical titration with a water sample to determine the amount of dissolved oxygen (DO), not the
bubbles
● Very accurate

Dissolved Oxygen Probe: measures oxygen in parts per million (ppm)
● operates electronically
● very accurate

pH
pH Test Strips: measures pH in numbers
● operates by a color comparator
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Chemical Test Kit for Saltwater pH: measures pH in numbers
● operates by a color indicator
● Sometimes hard to make a color choice

pH Meter: measures pH
● operates electronically
● Fast and easy way to record pH

VISIBILITY AND COLOR
Secchi Disk: measures visibility (vertical)
● operates by hand on a line to the depth where it becomes invisible
● May be hard for the viewer to be exact but a good approximation
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Forel/Ule Scale: measures color of the water (in roman numerals associated with colors from brown to green to blue)
● operates as a color comparator with the use of the secchi disk lowered to one meter for background so the color of
the bottom won't interfere
● Can be hard for the viewer to choose the exact color

OTHER TEST KITS
Other test kits: almost anything (carbon dioxide, nitrogen, nitrates, phosphates, ammonia, lead, copper, manganese)
● operates chemically
● Test kits are available for almost anything found dissolved in seawater
DEPTH AND PROFILE
Sounder (lead line): measures depth (in meters or feet)
● operates at any depth on a cable or line generally by hand
● Until 1993 most of the hydrographic (ocean bottom) maps from Santa Barbara Harbor north for many miles were
done with a hand held sounder
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Fathometer: measures depth
● operates electronically by sending a sound from the boat and receiving the sound waves that bounce back from the
bottom, the depth is read from a paper chart moving through the fathometer calibrated to record the depth
● A chart strip is used not only to determine the depth but also the profile of the bottom - important for times when
a net is being dragged on the bottom to avoid getting it caught on a big rock or outcrop.

strip chart from fathometer
Surveying Equipment (Sighting level, Tripod, Stadia Rod): measures profile of the beach and shallow (to a few feet) wave
wash area
● operates by sighting through the sighting level (stabilized and leveled on the tripod) to stadia rods (marked in feet)
held on the beach
● This tool is used to survey mountains and in construction as well
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CURRENTS
Current Meters: measures relative speed of water flow (current)
● operates at any depth by cable or line
● Other current meters are much larger and some have directional recorders as well

Dye for Currents: measures to stain the water so that its movement (current) can be traced
● operates by pouring
● Nontoxic and biodegradable (is gone in about 20 minutes)

Drogues: measures currents over long distances
● operates by releasing many and hoping for recapture (only a few percent are ever recaptured)
● Like the note in a bottle, this can be a form of pollution and is not often used anymore. There are expensive buoys
deployed for this purpose with the ability to send signals to satellites which can be recorded several times a day

surface drogue (with float)

bottom drogue (with weight)
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Drift Bottles: measures currents
● operates by releasing a few
● May be affected by the wind but a quick and easy way to measure a current.
● May be considered pollution if not retrieved.

Drift Cards: measures currents
● operates by releasing
● Weighted to stay just below the surface of the water.
● May be considered pollution if not retrieved.

MAGNIFICATION/TECH
Dissecting Microscope: Magnification is changed by moving the wheel at the top.
● This microscope has magnifications between 1X (one times magnified) and 2.5 (two and a half times magnified)
● Excellent for seeing detail on marine specimens that are small but still visible to the naked eye.
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Compound Microscope: The eyepieces magnify 10 times and the objective lenses (near the specimen) can be changed.
● Total magnification is a combination of the eyepiece and the objective lens (multiplied).
○ For example, the 10X objective lens and the 10X eyepieces combine for a total of 100X (100 times
magnification).
● Our microscopes in the classroom have objective lenses of 4, 10, 45, and 100.
○ This gives us the opportunity to view things from between 40 and 1,000 on these microscopes.
○ The 1,000 power viewing requires special instruction as a special oil must be applied to the lens.
● This type of microscope is great for marine specimens that are below our level of vision (like microscopic
plankton).

Electron Microscope: The electron microscope brings minute detail out in marine specimens that are very small.
● This electron microscope is a small tabletop model that is computer controlled.
● Uses a beam of accelerated electrons as a source of illumination

Telescope: Telescopes allow marine scientists to view things from afar.
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Satellite:
● Many satellites send images back to Earth that show the surface of the ocean and its color, temperature, and
exaggerated level thus acting as a remote sensor.
● Satellites are also used by marine scientists to bounce information off of
○ for example a radio tag on an elephant seal can broadcast data about the seal's activities to the satellite and
it is bounced back to the researcher

GPS: GPS units allow marine scientists to be very accurate with locating their study areas.
● The longitude and latitude of geographic locations can be measured so that scientists can return to the exact same
location.
● This was very difficult for marine scientists before GPS units because there are few reference points on the ocean.
○ If locations were near the shore scientists could take 'line ups' of visual markers on shore but if locations
were far from shore, or if it was foggy, these would not work.
● Thus, GPS units act like a special type of 'seeing' device for global positioning.

Compass: A compass is an integral part of a GPS unit but can also be used by itself for taking any type of directional
measurement.
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16 - Fisheries, ENSO, PDO
FISHERIES
● Fishery - a place where fish are reared for commercial purposes
UPWELLING
● Upwelling - the process of deep sea water traveling up to the surface
○ as wind blows and pushes the ocean surface water away, water rises from beneath the surface to replace
that water
■ wind causes water at surface to move perpendicular to it, away from the coast (because of Ekman
transport)
○ when surface water moves away from the coast, deeper water rises up to take its place
○ this water is cold/rich in nutrients (due to rotting bodies of sea creatures in dead water)
■ can have large influence on ocean life and climate
○ these extra nutrients are sntached up by plankton in the ocean when it gets to the surface
■ number of plankton grows where there is upwelling
■ tiny animals eat plankton → fish eat those animals
■ so upwelling areas are full of marine life
■ half of fish caught in the world comes from upwelling places
● downwelling - opposite of upwelling
○ surface waters pushing down into deeper areas of ocean
○ happens when winds cause Ekman transport to push water toward the coast and deeper in ocean
● fisheries are normally in upwelling areas
○ studies have shown correlations btwn amount of coastal upwelling and production of fisheries
○ overall coastal regions only cover about 1% of the total area of the world's oceans
○ but provide about 50% of fish harvest brought back by fisheries
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EL NIÑO
● definition - weather phenomenon that occurs every 3-7 years
● causes the Pacific Ocean’s climate to change dramatically
○ transition zone between warm surface water and cold deep water deepens
○ trade winds are weak during El Nino
● this combination limits upwelling
○ reduction in nutrient-rich water leads to lower fish population and smaller fish crop
● in eastern Pacific Region (Peru Current Region off of Peru/Ecuador)
○ receives full El Nino impacts
○ area off western South America is one of the major upwelling regions(produces 12-20% of world’s total
fish)
■ this stock is reduced in conjunction with El Nino (1982-83)
● other areas of the world
○ as distance from Pacific increases, linkages become less clear
○ milder El Nino n 1991 didn’t produce as severe effects
● El Nino and La Nina are opposite phases of the El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) cycle
○ ENSO cycle - describes fluctuations in temperature btwn ocean and atmosphere in east-central Equatorial
Pacific
○ La Nina - “cold phase” of ENSO
○ El Nino - “warm phase” of ENSO
● they can have large scale impacts on ocean processes and global weather/climate
○ typically last 9-12 months but some may last for years
○ usually occur on average every 2-7 years
○ El Nino occurs more frequently than La Nina usually
● El Nino (“Little Boy”) - refers to large-scale ocean-atmosphere climate interaction linked to a periodic warming in
sea surface temperatures across central/east-central Pacific
○ originally recognized by fishermen off the coast of S America in the 1600s due to appearance of
unusually warm water in Pacific
○ El Nino effects usually develop over N America during the upcoming winter season
■ warmer-than-avg temperatures over northern US/Canada
■ wetter-than-avg conditions for mid US/Florida
■ drier-than-avg conditions in Ohio Valley/Pacific Northwest
● La Nina (“Little Girl”) - aka El Viejo, anti-El Nino
○ represents periods of below-average sea surface temperatures
○ during a La Nina year, winter temps are warmer than normal in Southeast and cooler than normal in
Northwest
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PACIFIC DECADAL OSCILLATION
● Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) - pattern of Pacific climate variability
○ similar to ENSO in character but varies over a much longer time scale
● PDO can remain in the same phase for 20-30 yrs
○ ENSO cycles last only 6-18 months
● PDO consists of a warm/cool phase which alters upper level atmospheric winds
○ shifts can impact global climate(affects Pacific/Atlantic hurricane activity, droughts/flooding, productivity
of marine ecosystems, global land temps)
○ some believe PDO can intensify/diminnish impacts of ENSO according to the phase (aka if it’s in the
same phase or if in opposite phase)
● warm PDO - warm waters wrap in horseshoe shape around core of cooler-than-avg water
○ broad area of above avg water temps are off the coast of North America from Alaska to equator
○ impacts - depends on how it’s aligned with ENSO
○ when both PDO and ENSO are in warm phases
■ impacts in southeast
● below avg winter temps
● above avg winter precipitation
● cold PDO - area of below avg water temps are off the coast of North America from Alaska to equator
○ area of warmer than average sea surface temps in central Pacific are surrounded by below avg temps near
North American continent
○ impacts from cold PDO/ENSO together in southeast
■ above avg winter temps
■ below avg winter precipitation
● on salmon population ○ n the Pacific Northwest, the cool PDO years of 1947–1976 coincided with high returns of Chinook
salmon and coho salmon to Oregon rivers.
○ Conversely, during the warm PDO cycle that followed (1977–1998), salmon numbers declined steadily.
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17 - Wind/air
WIND CELLS
● Atmospheric circulation is the large-scale movement of air, and together with ocean circulation is the means by
which thermal energy is redistributed on the surface of the Earth.
● Three distinct wind cells - Hadley Cells, Ferrel Cells, and Polar Cells
○ these divide the troposphere into regions of essentially closed wind circulations
○ atmosphere transports heat throughout the globe extremely well, but present-day atmospheric
characteristics prevent heat from being carried directly from the equator to the poles
○ In this arrangement, heat from the equator generally sinks around 30° latitude where the Hadley Cells
end.
■ As a result, the warmest air does not reach the poles.
● Hadley cells - low-latitude overturning circulations that have air rising at the equator and air sinking at roughly
30° latitude.
○ They are responsible for the trade winds in the Tropics and control low-latitude weather patterns.
○ Closed circulation loop which begins at the equator
■ Moist air is warmed by the Earth's surface, decreases in density, and rises.
■ A similar air mass rising on the other side of the equator forces those rising air masses to move
poleward.
■ The rising air creates a low pressure zone near the equator.
■ As the air moves poleward, it cools, becomes denser, and descends at about the 30th parallel,
creating a high-pressure area.
■ The descended air then travels toward the equator along the surface, replacing the air that rose
from the equatorial zone, closing the loop of the Hadley cell

○

●

From 30° latitude, some of the air that sinks to the surface returns to the equator to complete the Hadley
Cell.
■ This produces the northeast trade winds in the Northern Hemisphere and the southeast trades in
the Southern Hemisphere.
■ The Coriolis force impacts the direction of the wind flow.
● In the Northern Hemisphere, the Coriolis force turns the winds to the right. In the
Southern Hemisphere, the Coriolis force turns the winds to the left.
Ferrel cells (aka mid-latitude cells) - from 30° latitude to 60° latitude, a new cell takes over
○ produces prevailing westerly winds at the surface within these latitudes.
○ This is because some of the air sinking at 30° latitude continues traveling northward toward the poles and
the Coriolis force bends it to the right (in the Northern Hemisphere).
■ This air is still warm and at roughly 60° latitude approaches cold air moving down from the poles.
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■

●

With the converging air masses at the surface, the low surface pressure at 60° latitude causes air
to rise and form clouds.
■ Some of the rising warm air returns to 30° latitude to complete the Ferrel Cell.
○ The two air masses at 60° latitude do not mix well and form the polar front which separates the warm air
from the cold air.
■ Thus the polar front is the boundary between warm tropical air masses and the colder polar air
moving from the north.
■ The polar jet stream aloft is located above the polar front and flows generally from west to east.
● The polar jet is strongest in the winter because of the greater temperature contrasts than
during the summer.
● Waves along this front can pull the boundary north or south, resulting in local warm and
cold fronts which affect the weather at particular locations.
Polar cells - Above 60° latitude, the polar cell circulates cold, polar air equatorward
○ The air from the poles rises at 60° latitude where the polar cell and Ferrel cell meet
■ Some of this air returns to the poles completing the polar cell.
○ Because the wind flows from high to low pressure and taking into account the effects of the Coriolis
force, the winds above 60° latitude are prevailing easterlies.
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